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Let V be a discriminator variety such that the class B=[A # V: A is simple and
has no trivial subalgebra] is closed under ultraproducts. This property holds, for
example, if V is locally finite or if the language is finite. Let v(V) and q(V) denote
the lattice of subvarieties and subquasivarieties of V, respectively. We prove that
q(V) is modular iff q(V) is distributive iff v(V) satisfies a certain condition where
the case in which the language has a constant symbol is ``v(V) is a chain or q(V)
=v(V).'' We give an isomorphism between q(V) and a lattice constructed in terms
of v(V). Via this isomorphism we characterize the completely meet irreducible
(prime) elements of q(V) in terms of the completely meet irreducible elements of
v(V). We conclude the paper with applications to the varieties of Boolean algebras,
relatively complemented distributive lattices, 4ukasiewicz algebras, Post algebras,
complementary semigroups of rank k (xn

rx)-rings, R5 lattices (P-algebras,
B-algebras), and monadic algebras. � 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Given a set A, the quaternary discriminator on A is defined by

d A(x, y, z, w)={z
w

if x= y
if x{ y.

A variety V is called a discriminator variety if it is generated by a class K

for which there exists a term N such that NA=d A, for every A # K.
Throughout the paper V will denote a discriminator variety with the
following property:

(*) The class B=[A # V: A is simple and A has no trivial subalgebra]
is closed under the formation of ultraproducts.
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Since B is closed under the formation of subalgebras, (*) is equivalent
to the property that the class B is definable by a set of universal sentences.
We observe that if the language is finite, then (*) holds. Furthermore, if V

is locally finite, then (*) holds (Lemma 13).
Let v(V) (resp. q(V)) denote the lattice of subvarieties (resp. subquasi-

varieties) of V. For a class K let V(K) denote the variety generated by K.
We observe that V(<)=[trivial algebras].

As usual, if n # |, we use n to denote the chain whose universe is n=
[0, 1, ..., n&1] and the order is the relation �. In this paper we prove the
following result

Theorem 1. (a) q(V)=v(V) if and only if either B=< or v(V)$2.

(b) The following are equivalent:

(1) q(V) is modular

(2) q(V) is distributive

(3) u�w or w�u, for every u, w # v(V), u�V(B).
Moreover, if the language has a constant, then the above conditions are

equivalent to

(4) v(V) is a chain or q(V)=v(V).

(c) q(V) is a chain if and only if some of the following conditions holds

(1) q(V)=v(V) is a chain

(2) v(V)=[V(<), V(B), V]$3 (and hence q(V)$4).

(d) q(V) is a Boolean lattice iff q(V)=v(V) is a Boolean lattice.

(e) The pair (v(V), V(B)) determines q(V), i.e., if V$ is a discriminator
variety such that B$ is closed under the formation of ultraproducts and such that
v(V$) is isomorphic to v(V) via an isomorphism which carries V(B$) in V(B),
then q(V$)$q(V).

Corollary 2. Suppose V is locally finite. Let P be the set of isomorphism
types of finite simple algebras of V and let P0 be the set of types of algebras in
P which contain no trivial subalgebra. Order P by embeddability. The following
are equivalent:2

(1) q(V) is modular

(2) q(V) is distributive

(3) either
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(i) P0=<
(ii) P0 is a finite chain which is an initial segment of P

(iii) P0=P$|.

Moreover, if the language has a constant, then (ii) can be replaced by
(iv) P0=P is a finite chain.

In Section 3, we prove a key result of the paper which gives an isomorphism
between q(V) and q~ (V), a lattice constructed in terms of v(V) (Theorem 10).
In Section 4, we characterize via this isomorphism, the completely meet
irreducible (prime) elements of q(V), in terms of the completely meet
irreducible elements of v(V) (Proposition 12). Then we use these results to
give a proof of Theorem 1. We analyze the locally finite case in Section 5,
where a proof of Corollary 2 is given. Also we prove a representation
theorem for the case in which q(V) is distributive (Proposition 17). In
Section 6, we apply our results to the varieties of Boolean algebras, relatively
complemented distributive lattices, 4ukasiewicz algebras, Post algebras,
complementary semigroups of rank k, (xn

rx)-rings, R5 lattices (P-algebras,
B-algebras), and monadic algebras.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The reader is referred to [7, 17] for basic facts on Boolean products and
discriminator varieties. A fundamental result is that of Bulman�Fleming,
Keimel, and Werner assuring that every member of a discriminator variety
can be represented as a Boolean product of simple or trivial algebras.

An algebra is simple if it has exactly two congruences. Thus, a trivial
algebra is not simple. For a class K let FG(K) (resp. KS) denote the class
of all finitely generated (resp. simple) members of K and let V(K) denote
the variety generated by K. We note that VS _ V(<) is a universal class
but in general VS is not.

Lemma 3 (Maximal Property). Suppose either A=6[Ax : x # X] or
A�6[Ax : x # X] is a Boolean product and let .(x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., ym) be
an open formula. Let a� # An. If Ax<_y� .(a� (x), y� ), for every x # X, then
there exists b9 # Am such that A<.(a� , b9 ).

Lemma 4. Let s and u be two universal classes. Then s�u iff FG(s)�FG(u).

For terms p(x� ), q(x� ) let prq and pr3 q denote \x� p(x� )=q(x� ) and \x�
p(x� ){q(x� ), respectively. If 7 is a set of first order sequences of the
language of V, we will use Mod(7) to denote the class [A # V : A<7].

Let s(V)=[w: w is axiomatizable by a single identity relative to V].
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Lemma 5. (a) For every terms p1(x� ), ..., pn(x� ), q1(x� ), ..., qn(x� ), there
exist terms p(x� ), q(x� ) such that

V<\p(x� )=q(x� ) W �
n

i=1

pi (x� )=qi (x� )+ .

(b) There exist unary terms 0(w), 1(w) such that

V(B)<0(w)=1(w) � x= y.

(c) For every w # v(V), we have that w # s(V) iff w if finitely
axiomatizable relative to V iff w is a dual compact element of v(V).

(d) For every quasi-identity Q in the language of V there exist terms
p, q, r, s such that

V<Q W ( pr3 q6 rrs).

(e) The map

v(V) � ([u�VS : u is universal relative to VS], �)

w � wS

is a lattice isomorphism. This isomorphism identifies

[w # s(V) : w�V(V)] with [Mod( pr3 q)S : p, q terms].

(f ) V(B)=Mod(N(0(w), 1(w), x, y)ry) # s(V).

(g) v(V) is distributive.

(h) Let u # s(V). Then u is meet irreducible in v(V) iff u is meet prime
in v(V) iff u is completely meet irreducible in v(V) iff u is completely meet
prime in v(V).

Proof. (a) This is proved in [17, 1.10 (4)].

(b) Note that by Jo� nsson's theorem [subdirectly irreducibles of
V(B)]=B. Hence every member of V(B) has no trivial subalgebras, which
says that V(B) is a variety with 09 and 19 [16]; i.e., there exist unary terms
01(w), ..., 0n(w), 11(w), ..., 1n(w) such that

V(B)< �
n

j=1

0j (w)=1j (w) � x= y.

Thus (b) follows from (a).
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(c) This follows by (a) and compactness.

(d) This is proved in [15].

(e) If u�VS is universal relative to VS , by Jo� nsson's theorem we
have that u=V(u)S and so the map is onto. The injectivity is clear since
a discriminator variety is determined by its simple members. Furthermore,
since the map preserves meets it is an isomorphism. Next we will see that
this isomorphism identifies [w # s(V) : w�V(B)] with [Mod( pr3 q)S : p, q
terms]. Let w=Mod( prq)�V(B). Since Mod( prq)S �B, we have that

Mod( prq)S=Mod(N( p, q, 0(w), 1(w))r3 1(w))S .

Finally, we need to prove that for any terms p, q there exists w # s(V) such
that w�V(B) and wS=Mod( pr3 q)S . Let x, y be distinct variables which
do not occur in neither p nor q. It is easy to check that we can take

w=Mod(N( p, q, x, y)ry).

(f ) Note that V(B)S=B=Mod(0r3 1)S .

(g) Since the union of two universal classes is again universal, (e)
implies that v(V) is distributive.

(h) It follows by compactness and (g). K

We observe that if p, q, r, s are terms with variables in [x1 , ..., xn], then
the sentence pr3 q6 rrs is equivalent to the quasi-identity

\x� , y� ( p(x� )=q(x� ) � r( y� )=s( y� )),

where [x1 , ..., xn] & [ y1 , ..., yn]=<.

3. THE LATTICE q~ (V)

In order to motivate a key definition of the paper we need the following.

Lemma 6. Let A�6[Az : z # Z] and suppose U=[Az : z # Z]&V(<)
�VS . If either A=6[Az : z # Z] or A is a Boolean product, then the follow-
ing are equivalent

(1) A<pr3 q 6 rrs

(2) U & Mod( pr3 q)S {< or U�Mod( pr3 q)S _ Mod(rrs)S .
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Proof. (1) O (2). Suppose A<pr3 q. Then, by the Maximal Property
there is a z such that Az<pr3 q which says that U & Mod( pr3 q)S {<.
Suppose that A<rrs. Then Az<rrs, for every z # Z, which implies that

U�Mod( pr3 q)S _ Mod(rrs)S ,

obtaining (2).

(2) O (1). If U & Mod( pr3 q)S {<, then there is a z such that Az<
pr3 q, which implies that A<pr3 q, obtaining (1). If U & Mod( pr3 q)S=<
and U�Mod( pr3 q)S _ Mod(rrs)S , then U�Mod(rrs)S and hence
A<rrs, obtaining (1). K

Since every algebra in V is isomorphic to a Boolean product with trivial
or simple factors, Lemma 6 says that the class Mod( pr3 q6 rrs) is deter-
mined by the following pair of subclasses of VS :

Mod( pr3 q)S

Mod( pr3 q)S _ Mod(rrs)S .

Thus by (e) of Lemma 5, the class Mod( pr3 q 6 rrs) is determined by the
pair of subvarieties

w1=V(Mod( pr3 q)S)

w2=V(Mod( pr3 q)S _ Mod(rrs)S).

Furthermore, note that

w1 , w2 # s(V) and w1 �V(B) & w2 .

This motivates the following

Definition 7. For w1 , w2 # s(V), with w1 �V(B) & w2 , define

(w1 , w2)=[U�FG(Vs) : U is a set and either

U & w1 {< or U�w2].

Let

K=[(w1 , w2): w1 , w2 # s(V)&[V] and w1 �V(B) & w2].

The key property of the (w1 , w2)'s is the following

Lemma 8. For (w1 , w2), (u1 , u2) # K, we have that (w1 , w2)�(u1 , u2)
iff w1 �u1 and w2 �u2 . Thus (w1 , w2) =(u1 , u2) implies w1=u1 and
w2=u2 .
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Proof. (O) Suppose that (w1 , w2)�(u1 , u2) . Let A # FG(w1S) and
let B # FG(VS&u2S). Since [A, B] # (w1 , w2) , we have that [A, B] #
(u1 , u2) , which produces A # u1 . Thus we have proved that FG(w1S)�u1

and hence Lemma 4 implies that w1 �u1 . If A # FG(w2S), then [A] #
(w1 , w2) and hence [A] # (u1 , u2) , which says that A # u2 . Thus we have
proved that w2 �u2 . (o) is trivial. K

Lemma 9. Let H=[Mod( pr3 q6 rrs) : p, q, r, s are terms]&[V].
The map F: H � K, given by

F(Mod( pr3 q 6 rrs))

=(V(Mod( pr3 q)S), V(Mod( pr3 q)S _ Mod(rrs)S))

is well defined and bijective.

Proof. Suppose Mod( pr3 q6 rrs)=Mod( p~ r3 q~ 6 r~ rs~ ). If U�FG(VS)
is a set, then 6U<pr3 q6 rrs iff 6U<p~ r3 q~ 6 r~ rs~ , which by Lemma 6
says that U # F(Mod( pr3 q6 rrs)) iff U # F(Mod( p~ r3 q~ 6r~ rs~ )). Thus we
have proved that the map is well defined.

To see the injectivity, suppose there exists

A # Mod( pr3 q6 rrs)&Mod( p~ r3 q~ 6 r~ rs~ ).

We can suppose that A�6[Az : z # Z] is a Boolean product of simple or
trivial algebras, and by Lemma 4 we can suppose that A is finitely
generated. Let U=[Az : z # Z]&[trivial algebras]. By Lemma 6 we have
that U # F(Mod( pr3 q 6 rrs))&F(Mod( p~ r3 q~ 6 r~ rs~ )) and hence F is
injective.

Next, we will see that F is onto. Let (w1 , w2) # K. By Lemma 5 there
exist p, q, r, s such that

w1S =Mod( pr3 q)S ,

w2S=Mod(rrs)S .

Since w1 �w2 , Mod( pr3 q)S �Mod(rrs)S and hence F(Mod( pr3 q6 rrs))
=(w1 , w2). K

Define q~ (V)=([� J : J�K], �). Note that q~ (V) is a complete lattice in
which [<]=(V(<), V(<)) # K is the least element, � <=[U�FG(VS) :
U is a set] is the greatest element, and meets coincide with intersections.
However, as we will see q~ (V) is in general not modular which implies that
its joint operation is not the union.
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Let H be as in Lemma 9. By (d) of Lemma 5 we have that q(V)=
[� I: I�H] (note that � I=V, for I=<). Thus we can extend the map
F : H � K of Lemma 9 to a map F� : q(V) � q~ (V) as

F� ( & I)= & F(I ).

Theorem 10. The map F� is a well defined lattice isomorphism.

Proof. To prove that F� is well defined, suppose that

I1 =[Mod([ux r3 vx 6 rx rsx]) : x # X]�H,

I2=[Mod([u~ y r3 v~ y 6 r~ yrs~ y]) : y # Y]�H,

and that � I1=� I2 . Let U�FG(VS) be a set. Since 6U # � I1 iff 6U #
� I2 , Lemma 6 says that U # � F(I1) iff U # � F(I2), which produces
� F(I1)=� F(I2).

The injectivity of F� can be proved in a similar manner as the injectivity
of F. It is clear that F� is onto.

Finally, we note that F� is a lattice isomorphism since, by definition, it
preserves arbitrary meets. K

It should be noted that the map F� in Theorem 10 gives explicitly the
quasi-identities associated with the elements of q~ (V), for the case in which
we know the identities associated with the elements of v(V). This situation
is not usual as can be noted, for example, in [1�3, 8, 9].

4. COMPLETELY MEET IRREDUCIBLES (PRIMES) OF q~ (V)

Our next goal is to characterize the completely meet prime (irreducible)
elements of q~ (V). It is convenient to extend the definition of (w1 , w2)
allowing w2 # v(V), i.e., for w1 # s(V), w2 # v(V), with w1 �V(B) & w2 ,
define

(w1 , w2)=[U�FG(VS) : U is a set and either

U & w1 {< or U�w2].

We observe that (w1 , w2) is the top element of q~ (V) iff w2=V. For the
remainder of the paper when we write (w1 , w2) we assume that w1 # s(V),
w2 # v(V), and w1 �V(B) & w2 .
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Lemma 11. Let w1 , w2 , u1 , u2 , wx , ux , ux # v(V)&[V], x # X.

(a) (w1 , w2) �(u1 , u2) iff w1 �u1 and w2 �u2 . Thus (w1 , w2) =
(u1 , u2) implies w1=u1 and w2=u2 .

(b) (w1 , �x # X wx) =�x # X (w1 , wx). Thus every (w1 , w2) # q~ (V).

(c) If �x # X ux # s(V), then

�
x # X

(ux , vx) =� �
x # X

ux , �
x # X

vx�.

Proposition 12. (a) The completely meet irreducible elements of q~ (V)
are precisely the elements of the form (w1 , w2) , where w2 is completely meet
irreducible.

(b) The completely meet prime elements of q~ (V) are precisely the
elements of the form (w1 , w2) , where w2 is completely meet prime, and

u & , [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]�w1 implies u�w1 ,

for every u�V(B) & w2 , u # v(V).

Proof. (a) Let (w1 , w2) be such that w2 is completely meet irreducible.
Note that w2 # s(V). We will see that (w1 , w2) is completely meet irreducible.
Suppose that (w1 , w2)=�x # X (sx , tx). It is easy to check that FG(w2)=
�x # X FG(tx) and so w2=�x # X tx . Thus w2=tx , for some x. Let X1=
[x # X : w2=tx]. By (a) of Lemma 11, w1 �sx , for every x # X. Suppose
there is no x # X1 such that sx=w1 . For each x # X1 take Ax # FG(sx & VS)&
FG(w1 & VS). Since w2 is completely meet prime (Lemma 5), w2 $3 �x # X&X1

tx ,
and hence there exists A # FG(�x # X&X1

tx) & VS&w2 . Thus

[Ax : x # X1] _ [A] # ,
x # X

(sx , tx)&(w1 , w2) ,

producing a contradiction, which says that there exists x # X1 such that
(w1 , w2) =(sx , tx) .

Reciprocally, note that the completely meet irreducible elements of q~ (V)
are in K. Thus suppose (w1 , w2) is completely meet irreducible. We will
see that w2 is completely meet irreducible. Suppose that w2=�x # X ux .
Without loss of generality we can assume that every ux # s(V)&[V].
Since (w1 , w2)=�x # X (w1 , ux) (Lemma 11), we obtain that (w1 , w2) =
(w1 , ux) for some x # X and hence w2=ux for some x # X.

(b) Let (w1 , w2) be such that w2 is completely meet prime and u &
� [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]�w1 implies u�w1 , for every u�V(B) & w2 , u # v(V).
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We will see that (w1 , w2) is completely meet prime. Suppose to the contrary
that (w1 , w2) $�x # X (sx , tx) and (w1 , w2) $3 (sx , tx) , for every x # X.
Let X1=[x # X : w2 $tx]. Note that w1 $3 sx and sx �V(B) & tx �V(B)
& w2 , for every x # X1 . Thus we have that

sx & , [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]�3 w1 , for every x # X1 .

For each x # X1 , let

Ax # FG \sx & , [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]+& VS&w1 .

Since w2 is completely meet prime, � [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]�3 w2 and hence
there exists an algebra

A # FG \� [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]+& VS&w2 .

It is easy to check that

[Ax : x # X1] _ [A] # \ ,
x # X

(sx , tx)+&(w1 , w2) ,

which produces a contradiction.
Reciprocally, suppose (w1 , w2) is completely meet prime. By (a) and

Lemma 5, w2 is completely meet prime. We will prove that

u�3 w1 implies u & �[h # v(V) : h�3 w2]�3 w1 ,

for every u�V(B) & w2 , u # s(V). Since V(B) # s(V) (Lemma 5), by
compactness we can suppose that u # s(V). Since

(w1 , w2) �3 (V(<), h) , for h # v(V), h�3 w2

(w1 , w2) �3 (u, w2) ,

we have that

(w1 , w2) �3 ,

h # v(V)
h�3 w2

(V(<), h) & (u, w2).

Now we can check easily that u & � [h # v(V) : h�3 w2]�3 w1 and the
proof of (b) is completed. K
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Now we are able to give the

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Note that the map F� of Theorem 10 identifies
[(V(<), v): v # v(V)] with v(V). Thus q(V)=v(V) iff [(V(<), v): v #
v(V)]=q~ (V) iff B=< or v(V)=[V(<), V]$2.

(b) (1) O (3). Assume that q(V) is modular. Suppose that there exist
two incomparable elements u, s # v(V), with u�V(B). By compactness, we
can suppose that u, s # s(V). Note that

(u & s, u)$(V(<), s) & (u, u).

Thus we have

(u & s, u) 6 ((V(<), s) & (u, u) )=(u & s, u)

((u & s, u) 6 (V(<), s) ) & (u, u)=(u & s, u 6 s) & (u, u).

Finally note that [A, B] # ((u & s, u 6 s) & (u, u) )&(u & s, u) , where
A # FG(s) & VS&u and B # FG(u) & VS&(u & s), which contradicts the
modularity of q(V).

(3) O (2). Let I be a prime ideal of v(V) and let u # s(V) & I,
u�V(B). Define

(u, I)=[a # q~ (V) : a�(u, v), for some v # s(V) & I].

It is clear that (u, I) is an ideal of q~ (V). We will prove that (u, I) is
prime. Moreover we will prove that

(*) �x # X (sx , tx) # (u, I) implies that (sx , tx) # (u, I) , for some
x # X.

Suppose �x # X (sx , tx) �(u, v), for some v # s(V) & I. By (b) of
Lemma 11 we can suppose that each tx # s(V). By compactness we can
suppose that X is finite. There are two cases.

Case v % V(B)

We can use compactness and (3) to prove that v is completely meet
prime, which by (b) of Proposition 12, implies that (u, v) is completely
meet prime, obtaining (sx , tx) �(u, v) # (u, I) , for some x # X.

Case V(B)�v

Let X1=[x: sx �u]. There are two subcases

Subcase �x # X1
tx �v. Since �x # X1

tx # I, there exists x # X1 such that
tx # I. If tx �V(B), then tx �v and so (sx , tx)�(u, v) # (u, I). If
V(B)�tx , then u�tx and so (sx , tx) �(u, tx) # (u, I).
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Subcase �x # X1
tx �3 v. Let A # FG(�x # X1

tx) & VS&v. For each x #
X&X1 , let Ax # FG(sx) & VS&u. Since V(B)�v, it follows V(B)��x # X1

tx ,
which implies that sx ��x # X1

tx , for every x # X. Thus we obtain that

[Ax : x # X&X1] _ [A] # ,
x # X

(sx , tx) &(u, v) ,

arriving to a contradiction.
In order to prove that q~ (V) is distributive we will prove that for every

a, b # q~ (V), a�3 b, there exists a prime ideal (u, I) such that b # (u, I)
and a � (u, I) . Without loss of generality we can suppose that a=
�x # X (sx , tx) and b=(u, v) , with tx , v # s(V), x # X. Let X1=[x:
sx �u]. Note that if �x # X1

tx �v, then a��x # X1
(sx , tx) �b, which is

absurd. Hence there exists a prime ideal I such that �x # X1
tx � I and

v # I. Note that b # (u, I) . Since (sx , tx) � (u, I) , for every x # X, by
(*) we obtain that a � (u, I).

We will prove (3) O (4) for the case in which the language has a con-
stant. Note that in this case we can suppose that the terms 0 and 1 of
Lemma 5 are constant terms. Suppose (3) holds. If B=<, then by (a) we
obtain that q(V)=v(V). Suppose B{<. We will prove that V(B)=V.
Suppose to the contrary that there exists a simple algebra A � V(B). By (3),
V([A])$V(B) and hence by Jo� nsson's theorem every member of B is
embeddable into an ultrapower of A, which is impossible since 0A=1A

(remember that A � B). Thus V(B)=V and hence, by (3), v(V) is a chain.
We conclude the proof of (b) noting that (4) O (3) follows from (a).

(c) ( O ) Suppose q(V) is a chain and suppose that q(V){v(V). By
(a) we have that B{< and v(V)$3 2. Suppose V(B)=V. Note that
if u # s(V) and V(<)<u<V(B), then (u, u) and (V(<), V(B)) are
incomparable, which implies that there is no such u, and hence v(V)$2.
From this contradiction we deduce that V(B){V. Note that if u # s(V)
and V(<)<u<V(B), then (u, u) and (V(<), V(B)) are incomparable.
Thus there is no such u. Suppose there exists v # s(V) such that V(B)<
v<V. Then (V(<), v) and (V(B), V(B)) are incomparable, which
implies that there is no such v. Thus since v(V) is a chain we have that (2)
holds. ( o ) is left to the reader.

(d) Suppose q(V) is a Boolean lattice and suppose that q(V){v(V).
By (a) we have that B{< and v(V)$3 2, which implies that there exists
u # s(V)&[V(<), V], u�V(B). Let �x # X (ux , vx) be the complement
of (V(<), u). By compactness we can suppose that X is finite. Also we can
suppose that each vx # s(V). Since q~ (V) is distributive, (3) of (b) says that
u and vx are comparable, which says that u 6 vx {V. Thus
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(V(<), u) 6 ,
x # X

(ux , vx)= ,
x # X

((V(<), u) 6 (ux , vx) )

= ,
x # X

(ux , u 6 vx)

{top element of q~ (V)

arriving to a contradiction.

(e) Suppose v(V)$v(V$) via an isomorphism f such that f (V(B))
=V(B$). Since s(V)=[dual compact elements of v(V)] we have that f
identifies s(V) with s(V$). Suppose that �x # X (wx , ux) �3 �y # Y (sy , ty) ,
with (wx , ux) , (sy , ty) # K. Note that ( f (wx), f (ux)) , ( f (sy), f (ty)) # K$.
Let U # �x # X (wx , ux)&�y # Y (sy , ty) . Let X1=[x # X : U�ux] and let
y # Y be such that U � (sy , ty) . Choosing from U, we find for each x #
X&X1 , an algebra Ax # FG(wx & �x # X1

ux)S&sy and an algebra A #
FG(�x # X1

ux)S&ty . Thus we have algebras Bx # FG( f (wx) & �x # X1
f (ux))S

& f (sy), x # X & X1 , and an algebra B # FG(�x # X1
f (ux))S& f (ty), which

produces

[A, Bx : x # X] # ,
x # X

( f (wx), f (ux)) & ,
y # Y

( f (sy), f (ty)) .

This guarantees that the map

q~ (V) � q~ (V$)

,
x # X

(wx , ux) � ,
x # X

( f (wx), f (uw))

is the required isomorphism. K

Remark 1. We observe that the proof of Theorem 10 also works if we
define (w1 , w2)=[U�FG(VS) : U & w1 {< or U�w2 and U is the set of
non-trivial factors of some finitely generated Boolean product].

Further note that the two versions of q~ (V) are naturally isomorphic and
so (a) and (b) of Proposition 12 are true for this new definition of (w1 , w2).

5. THE LOCALLY FINITE CASE

Locally finite discriminator varieties abound. This is due in part to the
fact that adding the quaternary discriminator to the algebras of a class
does not perturb the property of generating a locally finite variety (see
Proposition 18).
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Lemma 13. If V is a locally finite discriminator variety, then the class B

is closed under the formation of ultraproducts.

Proof. Let C (resp. F ) be the set of constant symbols (resp. function
symbols) of the language of V. Since V is locally finite, the free algebra
generated by the empty set is finite and so there exists a finite set C0 �C
such that

V< �
c # C0

c=d, for every d # C.

Since the free algebra generated by one free generator is finite there exists
a finite set F0 �F such that

V< �
f # F0

\x f (x, x, ..., x)= g(x, x, ..., x), for every g # F.

Now it easy to check that B is closed under the formation of ultraproducts.
K

A subset d of a partially ordered set P will be called decreasing if p�q
and q # d implies that p # d. We use d(P) to denote the lattice of all decreasing
subsets of P and c(P) to denote the set of dual compact elements of d(P).

For the remainder of this section let V be a locally finite discriminator
variety, let P be the set of isomorphism types of finite simple algebras of
V, and let P0 be the set of types of algebras in P which contain no trivial
subalgebra. Often we will identify the elements of P with algebras. For
example, if K is a class of algebras, then K & P will denote the subset
[A # P : A is the isomorphism type of some algebra in K]. We consider P
as a poset with the order of embeddability. Note that P0 # d(P).

Lemma 14. The map

v(V) � (d(P), �)

w � w & P

is a lattice isomorphism which identifies V(B) with P0 and s(V) with c(P).

Proof. Let Un denote the set of all subsets of P which are axiomatizable
by a set of universal sentences, relative to P. We observe that by Lemmas
5 and 4 the map

v(V) � (Un, �)

w � w & P
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is a lattice isomorphism. Thus we only need to prove that d(P)=Un. It is
obvious that Un�d(P). To prove that Un$d(P), first note that since V

is locally finite, for each finite algebra A # V there exists a first order
sentence # such that for every B # V, we have B<# iff A is embeddable
in B. Hence every finite subalgebra of a ultraproduct is isomorphic to a
subalgebra of some of its factors. This guarantees that for d # d(P), the
finite simple elements of the universal subclass generated by d are precisely
the elements of d, producing the universal axioms for d. K

Lemma 14 allows us to work with a simplified version of the (w1 , w2) 's.
For d1 # c(P), d2 # d(P)&[P], with d1 �d2 & P0 , define

(d1 , d2) =[U�P : U is finite and U & d1 {< or U�d2].

We observe that we take the elements of (d1 , d2) to be finite subsets since
by Remark 1 we can consider only U 's that are the set of non-trivial factors
of some finite Boolean product of simple or trivial algebras of V (it is easy
to check that a finite Boolean product has only a finite number of non-trivial
factors).

Furthermore, define

Ke =[(d1 , d2): d1 # c(P), d2 # d(P)&[P] and d1 �d2 & P0],

q(P, P0)=\{, J: J�Ke= , �+ .

We note that

G� : q~ (V) � q(P, P0)

,
x # X

(w1x , w2x) � ,
x # X

(w1x & P, w2x & P)

is a well defined isomorphism. Theorem 10 and Proposition 12 produce:

Proposition 15. (a) G� b F� : q(V) � q(P, P0) is an isomorphism, where
F� is the map of Theorem 10.

(b) The completely meet irreducible elements of q(P, P0) are precisely
the elements of the form (d1 , [B # P : Be3 A]) , where A # P.

(c) The completely meet prime elements of q(P, P0) are precisely the
elements of the form (d1 , [B # P : Be3 A]) , where A # P and for every
B # P0&d1 there exists B1 # P0&d1 such that B1�B and B1�A.

Proof. Part (a) follows from Theorem 10. Next we will prove (b). Let d
be a meet irreducible element of d(P). Let A # P&d be such that every
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B # P&d has at least the cardinal of A. We will prove that P&d=[B # P :
A�B]. Suppose to the contrary that there exists B # P&d such that Be3 A.
Then

d=(d _ [A]) & (d _ [C: C�B])

which contradicts the fact that d is meet irreducible. Thus (b) follows from
(a) of Proposition 12.

To prove (c) note that

, [d # d(P) : d�3 [B # P : Be3 A]]=[B: B�A]

and apply (b) of Proposition 12. K

Proof of Corollary 2. We first observe that (3) O (2) o (1) follows form
(3) O (2) o (1) of (b) of Theorem 1.

We will prove (2) O (3). Suppose (2) holds. By Theorem 1, we have

(*) u�w or w�u, for every u, w # v(V), u�V(B).

If P0=P, then by (*), v(V) is a chain which by Jo� nsson's theorem implies
that P is a chain and therefore P$| or P is finite. Suppose that P0 {P
and P0 {<. We will prove that (ii) holds. By (*) and Jo� nsson's theorem,
P0 is a chain which is an initial segment of P. Further note that if A # P&P0 ,
then B�A, for every B # P0 , which implies that P0 is finite.

The case in which the language has a constant is left to the reader. K

We observe that the construction of the lattice q(P, P0) depends only
from the pair P, P0 . The structure of the lattices q(P, P0) can be very com-
plicated. In [8] it is proved that there is no non-trivial lattice identity valid
in the lattices q(Dn , Dn), with Dn=([k�2 : k | n], | ) (k | n means k divides n).
To give another example, if P=P0 has an infinite subset of mutually incom-
parable elements, then by [3, 3.4], the variety in question is Q-universal and
hence q(P, P0) has a sublattice freely generated by | elements. This is the case
of the variety of R5 lattices (see (E7) of Section 6) since we have

P=P0 $[isomorphism types of finite

non trivial bounded distributive lattices]

and we can take the subset [Ln : n�z], with

Ln=[(i, j) # n2 : |i& j |�1]�n2.
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However, the case in which q(P, P0) is distributive has a nice representa-
tion result. Let P be a partially ordered set and let C be a bounded chain.
For c # C and d # d(P), define #c, d # CP as

#c, d ( p)={1C

c
if p # d
if p � d.

Lemma 16. Suppose C # | _ [|+1] and suppose P has a least element.
Then

(a) If c{1C and d{P, then #c, d�#c$, d $ iff c�c$ and d�d $.

(b) �x # X #cx , dx
=#�x # X cx , �x # X dx

.

(c) �x # X #c, dx
=#c, �x # X dx

.

(d) Every decreasing function # # CP is uniquely represented in the
form #=�k

i=1 #ci , di
, with k�0, c1< } } } <ck<1C and dk % } } } % d1 % P.

Furthermore, if c${1C and d ${P, then �k
i=1 #ci , di

�#c$, d $ , iff there exists i
such that ci�c$ and d i�d $.

Proof. (d) Since P has a least element, Im # is finite and hence we can
take [c1 , c2 , ..., ck]=Im #&[1C] and d j=[ p # P : #( p)>c j]. K

Proposition 17. (a) Let n�1. The map

\: q(n, n) � (n+1)n

,
x # X

(ix , jx) � �
x # X

#ix , jx

is a well defined lattice embedding and for # # (n+1)n we have that # # Im \ iff
# is decreasing, #(0) # [0, n] and min #&1(max(Im #&[n]))�max(Im #&[n]).

Moreover |q(n, n)|=2n.

(b) The map

\: q(|, |) � (|+1)|

,
x # X

(ix , jx) � �
x # X

#ix , jx

is a well defined lattice embedding and for # # (|+1)|, we have that
# # Im \ iff # is decreasing, #(0) # [0, |], and min #&1(max(Im #&[|]))�
max(Im #&[|]).
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(c) Let n�1 and suppose P is a poset such that < # c(P). The map

\: q(n�P, n) � (n+2)n�P

,
x # X

(ix , ex) � �
x # X

#ix , ex

is a well defined lattice embedding. For # # (n+2)n�P we have that # # Im \
iff # is decreasing and some of the following conditions holds

(i) Im #�[0, n+1].

(ii) #(0)=n+1 and min #&1(max(Im #&[n+1]))>max(Im #&
[n+1])&1.

(iii) #(0)=n+1 and #&1(max(Im #&[n+1]))�P.

(d) If P is a poset such that < # c(P), then q(1�P, 1)$1�[# # 3P : #
is decreasing].

Proof. (c) Since < # c(P), we have that [d # c(n�P) : d�n]=n+1,
and hence

Ke=[(i, d): i # n+1, d # d(n�P) and i�d{n�P].

We will need the following facts

(*) Every element of q(n�P, n) can be uniquely written in the form
�k

i=1 (ii , di), with k�0, (ii , di) # Ke , i=1, ..., k, i1< } } } <ik and dk % } } } % d1 .

(**) If �k
i=1 (ii , di) is as in (*) and (i, d) # Ke , then �k

i=1 (ii , di) �
(i, d) iff (ii , di)�(i, d) , for some i=1, ..., k.

We left to the reader the proof of (**). By Lemma 11, every element of
q(n�P, n) is of the form �k

i=1 (ii , di) , where i1< } } } <ik . Further note
that

,
k

i=1

(ii , di) = ,
k

i=1
�ii , ,

i

j=1

d j�,

which guarantees the existence in (*). The uniqueness follows from (**).
Let

L={�
k

i=1

#ii , di
: (ii , di) # Ke , i=1, ..., k, i1< } } } <ik and dk % } } } % d1 , k�0= .
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We observe that by Lemma 16, L is a sublattice of (n+2)n�P. Lemma 16,
(*) and (**) imply that the map

\: q(n�P, n) � L

,
k

i=1

(i i , di) � �
k

i=1

#ii , di

is well defined, bijective, and both it and its inverse are order preserving.
Thus to conclude the proof of (c) we need to prove that for every # #
(n+2)n�P, we have that # # L iff # is decreasing and one of the following
holds

(i) Im #�[0, n+1]

(ii) #(0)=n+1 and min #&1(max(Im #&[n+1]))>max(Im #&
[n+1])&1

(iii) #(0)=n+1 and #&1(max(Im #&[n+1]))�P.

Suppose #=�k
i=1 #ii , di

# L and suppose that (i) does not hold. Then k�1
and ik {0. Since dk {0 we have that #(0)=n+1. Now suppose (iii) does
not hold, i.e., #&1(ik)=#&1(max(Im #&[n+1]))�3 P. Then note that
min #&1(ik) # n. If min #&1(ik)�ik&1, then ik=#(min #&1(ik))�#(ik&1)=
n+1 which is a contradiction and hence min #&1(ik)�ik&1, obtaining (ii).

Reciprocally suppose # is decreasing. If (i) holds, then #=#0, #&1(n+1) and
hence # # L. Next suppose (i) does not hold. Since # is decreasing, by
Lemma 16, there are i1< } } } <ik<n+1 and dk % } } } % d1 % n�P, with
k�1 such that #=�k

i=1 #ii , di
(k�1 since # is not the constant function

n+1). Next, we will prove that ik �dk , which says that # # L. First assume
(iii) holds. Then for every x # n, we have that #(x)=1, and hence n�dk ,
producing ik �dk . Next suppose (iii) does not hold and that (ii) holds.
Note that min #&1(ik)>ik&1 and there is x0 # n such that #(x0)=ik . If
#(ik&1)=ik then ik&1�min #&1(ik)>ik&1 and we arrive at a contradic-
tion. If #(ik&1)<ik , then since #(x0)=ik>#(ik&1) it follows that x0<
ik&1, and hence ik&1>x0�min #&1(ik)>ik&1, which again is a contra-
diction. The two contradictions imply that #(ik&1)>ik and hence #(ik&1)
=n+1, producing ik �dk .

(a) Since d(n)=n+1, we have

Ke=[(i, j): i, j # n and i� j].
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Further we note that (*) and (**) hold if we replace q(n�P, n) by q(n, n).
Given �k

i = 1 (ii , ji) , with (ii , ji) # Ke , i = 1, ..., k, i1< } } } <ik and
jk< } } } < j1 , we have associated the following subset of n:

[i1 , ..., ik , jk , ..., j1].

This guarantees that |q(n, n)|=2n. The remainder of (a) is left to the
reader.

(b) Since c(|)&[|]=| we have that

Ke=[(i, j): i� j # |].

In a similar manner as in (c) we have that

(*) Every element of q(|, |) can be uniquely written in the form
�k

i=1 (ii , ji) , with k�0, i1< } } } <ik� jk< } } } < j1 .

(**) If �k
i=1 (ii , ji) is as in (*) and (i, j) # Ke , then �k

i=1 (ii , j i) �
(i, j) iff ( ii , ji) �(i, j) , for some i=1, ..., k.

In a similar manner as in the proof of (c) we obtain using (*) and (**)
that \ is well defined and

Im \={�
k

i=1

#ii , ji
: i1< } } } <ik� jk< } } } < j1 , k�0= .

The remainder of (b) is left to the reader.

(d) Let ` # 31�P be the constantly 0 function. By (c) we have that

\: q(1�P, 1) � 31�P

,
x # X

(ix , ex) � �
x # X

#ix , ex

is a well defined embedding and Im \=[# # 31�P : # is decreasing and
#(0)=2] _ [`]. Let ?: 31�P � 3P be the canonical projection. It is easy to
check that

\� : Im \ � 1�[# # 3P : # is decreasing]

# � {?(#)
0 # 1

if #{`
otherwise

is an isomorphism. K
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6. APPLICATIONS

In this section we apply our results to several well-known locally finite
discriminator varieties. In order to obtain most of the Hasse diagrams
in the figures below, we used the program LatDraw by Freese [12]. The
input requirement for this program is a file containing a list whose entries
are the elements of the lattice together with its covers. A Haskell program
was written in order to generate these lists for the lattices q(P, P0), with P
finite.

In all figures in this section the black painted elements represent the meet
irreducibles, and we denote a set [a1 , ..., an] # d(P) by a1 } } } an .

The following result [15] is very useful to prove local finiteness.

Proposition 18. Let V be a discriminator variety and suppose there
exist ( possibly 0-ary) terms, ti , i # I, such that

(1) For every A # VS , the terms t i together with the quaternary
discriminator, generate all the term functions of A.

(2) The variety generated by the class [(A, tA
i , i # I) : A # VS and A

is the universe of A] is locally finite.

Then V is locally finite.

(E1) Varieties Generated by a Primal Algebra. For this type of varieties
we know that P=P0 $1 [7] and hence, by (a) of Proposition 17, q(V)=
v(V)$2. The variety of Boolean algebras, the variety of Post algebras of
order n, and the variety of rings with unit generated by the ring of integers
modulo p, with p a prime, are examples of this type of varieties.

(E2) Relatively Complemented Distributive Lattices. For this variety we
have that P$1 and P0=<, which implies by (a) of Theorem 1, that
q(V)=v(V)$2.

(E3) Complementary Semigroups of Rank k [6]. An easy computation
based on [17, (6), p. 39] produces P$([n: n | k], | ) and P0=<, and
hence q(V)=v(V)$d(([n: n | k], | )) (n | k means n divides k).

(E4) Monadic Algebras. Let M be the variety of all monadic algebras
[14]. By [17, (3), p. 32], M is a discriminator variety whose simple
members are the algebras of the form (B, 6 , 7 , &, 0, 1, C) , where
(B, 6, 7, &, 0, 1) is a non-trivial Boolean algebra and C(x)=1, if x{0,
and C(0)=0. By [5] this variety is locally finite (Proposition 18 applies
with [ti : i # I]=[x 6 y, x 7 y, x� , 0, 1]). For n�1, let Mn be the simple
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FIGURE 1

monadic algebra with Boolean reduct 2n. Since every finite Boolean algebra
is embeddable in any Boolean algebra of greater cardinality, we obtain
for M,

P=P0=[Mn : n�1], with M1<M2< } } } .

If Mn denotes the subvariety generated by Mn , then we have for Mn ,

P=P0=[Mm : n�m�1]$n.

Thus we have that q(M)$q(|, |) and q(Mn)$q(n, n).3 Figures 1 and 5
describe the cases of Mn , with n=2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively.

Next we are going to find the quasi-identities associated with the
elements of q(M), via the isomorphism G� b F� : q(M) � q(P, P), of Proposi-
tion 15. First we need to axiomatize the decreasing subsets of P. For n�1,
let

pn =\ �
1�i< j�n+1

xi 6 xj+7\ �
1�i�n+1

C(xi)+
qn= �

1�i< j�n+1

C(xi 7 xj) 6 �
1�i�n+1

C(xi).

Furthermore define p0=1 and q0=0.
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

Lemma 19. Let n � 0. Then Mod( pn r3 1) & P = Mod(qn r 1) & P =
[Mm : 1�m�n].

Proof. Note that m�n iff Mm has at most n non-zero elements which
are mutually disjoint iff

Mm<\ �
1�i< j�n+1

xi 7 xj+=0 � \ �
1�i�n+1

C(xi)+=0. K

We will identify P with |. From the proof of Proposition 17 we know
that

(*) Every element of q(P, P)=q(|, |) can be uniquely written in the
form �k

i=1 (ni , mi) , with k�0, n1< } } } <nk�mk< } } } <m1 .
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FIGURE 5

It follows from the proof of Theorem 10 that, for n�m # |, the quasi-
variety (G� b F� )&1 ((n, m) ) can be axiomatized by pn r3 1 6 qm r1.4 In
order to axiomatize the remainder of the elements of q(M), define, for a
finite subset S�|,

7S=[ pni
r3 1 6 qmi

r1 : i=1, ..., k],

where n1 , ..., nk , m1 , ..., mk are the only elements such that

n1< } } } <nk�mk< } } } <m1 and S=[n1 , ..., nk , m1 , ..., mk]

(note that S=< implies k=0).
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FIGURE 6

Then (G� b F� )&1(�k
i=1 (ni , mi) ) can be axiomatized by 7S , where S=

[n1 , ..., nk , m1 , ..., mk]. Further we note that the axioms of 7S are independent
since they were constructed in terms of the normal form �k

i=1 (ni , mi). We
have proved the following:

Proposition 20.5 (a) q(M)=[Mod(7S): S is a finite subset of |].

(b) q(Mn)=[Mod(7S): S�n].

(E5) (xm
rx)-Rings. For m�2, let Rm be the variety of all rings with

identity satisfying xm
rx. By [17, 2.11] Rm is a discriminator variety

whose simple members are the finite fields satisfying xm
rx. Thus we have

P=P0=[GF( pk): pk&1 | m&1],

where GF( pk) is the Galois field of order pk and the partial ordering of P
is given by GF( pk)�GF(ql) iff p=q and k | l.

Next we will describe the case m�100. For m # [2, 6, 12, 14, 18, 20, 24,
26, 30, 28, 42, 44, 48, 54, 56, 60, 62, 66, 68, 72, 74, 80, 84, 86, 90, 96, 98]
we obtain P$1. Form m # [3, 35, 39, 75, 87, 95] we obtain the poset P
of Fig. 6. For m # [4, 8, 10, 28, 32, 34, 36, 40, 50, 52, 58, 70, 78, 88, 92,
100] we obtain P$2 (see Fig. 1). For m # [15, 27, 63, 99] we obtain the
poset P of Fig. 7. For m # [16, 46, 76] we obtain P$3 (see Fig. 2). For
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FIGURE 7

m # [22] we obtain the poset P of Fig. 8. For m # [5, 11, 23, 47, 51, 59, 69,
77, 83] we obtain P$([a, b, c], =) and the lattice q(P, P) has 61
elements. This lattice has a symmetrical three-dimensional Hasse diagram;
however, a two-dimensional one is very involved. For m # [64] we obtain
the poset P of Fig. 9. The remainder of the varieties Rm , with m�100 have
a P with |P|�4, and in which there are three mutually incomparable
elements which produces a poset q(P, P) with a very intricate structure and
with at least 500 elements.

A set of quasi-identities associated with each element of Rm can be
obtained in a similar manner as for the monadic algebras case (see (E4)).

(E6) 4ukasiewicz Algebras of order n. For n�2, let Ln be the variety
of all 4ukasiewicz algebras of order n [4]. An easy computation based on
[17, (3), p. 31] produces for the variety Ln ,

P=P0 $2m,

where m=(n&2)�2, if n is even and m=(n&1)�2, if n is odd. Thus

v(Ln)$d(2m)$bounded distributive lattice freely generated by m

q(Ln)$q(2m, 2m).
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FIGURE 8

Thus Fig. 1 describes the situation of L3 and L4 and Fig. 9 corresponds
to the varieties L5 and L6 . A set of quasi-identities associated with each
element of Ln can be obtained in a similar manner as for the monadic
algebra case (see (E4)).

(E7) R5 Lattices. A R5 lattice [11] is an algebra (L, 6, 7, O, 0, 1),
where (L, 6, 7, 0, 1) is a bounded distributive lattice, and there exists a
Boolean sublattice B�L such that

x O y=greatest e # B satisfying x 7 e� y.

The R5 lattices form a variety whose simple members are precisely the R5
lattices of the form (L, iL) , where L is any bounded distributive lattice and
iL(x, y)=1, if x= y, and iL(x, y)=0, otherwise [11]. This is a discriminator
variety since in every lattice

d L(x, y, z, w)=(iL(x, y) 7 iL( y, x) 7 w) 6 (iL(iL(x, y) 7 iL( y, x), 0) 7z).
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FIGURE 9

By Proposition 18 this variety is locally finite (take [ti : i # I]=[x 6 y,
x7 y, 0, 1]). Thus we obtain

P=P0 $[isomorphism types of finite

non-trivial bounded distributive lattices],

with the order of embeddability. Every decreasing subset of P generates a
subvariety whose associated P is precisely this decreasing set. For example,
the subvariety of P-algebras [10] is generated by the finite non-trivial
chains and so we obtain P=P0 $|, for this variety. For the subvariety of
B-algebras [11] we have

P=P0 =[isomorphism types of finite directly

indecomposable bounded distributive lattices].
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(E8) Some Examples with <{P0 {P. For a bounded lattice L define
:L(0, 0)=1, :L(1, 1)=0, :L(x, x)=x, if x � [0, 1] and :(x, y)=1, if x{ y.
Let

H=[(L, 6, 7, :L, d L): (L, 6, 7) is the reduct

of a bounded distributive lattice].

We observe that H is closed under ultraproducts and subalgebras, and
hence V(H)S=H&V(<). Note that B=[(L, 6 , 7 , :L, d L): |L|=2].
The terms of (b) of Lemma 5 are 0=w 7 :(w, w) and 1=w 6 :(w, w).
Every (L, 6 , 7 , :L, d L) # H has associated the R5 lattice (L, 7 , 6 ,
0, 1, iL). Further note that the operations of (L, 6 , 7 , :L, d L) can be
represented by terms of this R5 lattice (d L as in (E7) and :L(x, y)=
d L(x, y, d L( y, 0, 1, d L( y, 1, 0, y)), 1)), which says that V(H) is locally
finite. We obtain for this variety

P$[isomorphism types of finite non-trivial

bounded distributive lattices]

P0$[isomorphism type of 2],

FIGURE 10
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which, by (d) of Proposition 17, says that q(V(H))$1�[# # 3P&P0 : # is
decreasing].

Some subvarieties of V(H) have associated an interesting poset P. For
example, let

H1 =[(L, 6 7 , :L, d L): (L, 6 , 7 ) # [2, 3, 4, 2_2]]

H2=[(L, 6 , 7 , :L, d L): (L, 6 , 7 ) # [2, 3, 4, 5, 2_2]].

Note that for V(H1) we obtain that P0=[2] and P=[2, 3, 4, 2_2] (see
Fig. 10). For V(H2) we have P0=[2] and P=[2, 3, 4, 5, 2_2] (see Fig. 11).

As a last example for n�1 take

Hn=[(L, 6 , 7 , :L, d L): (L, 6 , 7 ) # [2, ..., n+1]].

Note that for V(Hn) we obtain that P0=[2] and P=[2, ..., n+1]$n. By
Proposition 17 we have that q(P, P0)$1�[# # 3n&1 : # is decreasing]. An
easy computation shows that

[# # 3n&1 : # is decreasing] � 1� (n&1_n&1)�1

11� (n&1_n&1)�1 if |#&1(2)|=n&1

# �{01� (n&1_n&1)�1 if |#&1(0)|=n&1

(n&1&|#&1(0)|, |#&1(2)|) otherwise

is a lattice isomorphism whose image is 1�[(i, j) # n&1_n&1 : i+1�j]�1.

FIGURE 11
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FIGURE 12

Thus we have that q(P, P0)$2�[(i, j) # n&1_n&1 : i+1� j]�1
(see Fig. 12).
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